
Perspective

As a result, costs that were previously externalised to society 
will become internalised on companies’ financial statements. 
Minimum wage legislation, sugar taxes, gambling restrictions, 
carbon prices are spreading along with a range of similar 
interventions in other areas, creating financial expenses in place 

of previously unaccounted social problems. That shift, across 
industries and countries, will challenge established business 
principles, posing significant risks to competitive positions and 
reshaping industries and markets. 

The SustainEx framework we have developed brings economic 
rigour to social and environmental impact measurement.  
It answers the question “what bill or credit would a company 
receive if the costs it imposes on society, or the benefits it 
brings, were recognised financially?” That question is no longer 
theoretical. Having been able to operate for the last few decades 
without much concern for the social and environmental costs they 
may be inflicting, companies are under increasing pressure to 
take responsibility for their actions, through a combination of hard 
regulation and softer social pressure. 
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Figure 1: Rising regulatory scrutiny on the corporate sector

Source: Schroders calculations. Minimum wage trend shows the ratio of legal minimum wages in G7 and BRIC countries, weighted by each country’s 
workforce, relative to weighted average living wages in the same countries. Uses minimum wage data from countryeconomy.com for G7 and BRIC 
countries, PPP adjustments from WEO and workforce size data from UN. Federal regulation spending data from analysis by George Washington 
University. Social dissatisfaction data from GSS.
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our research has identified1. This summary synthesises that 
analysis to provide a snapshot of the strongest and weakest 
regions and sectors. It highlights the areas of global equity 
markets making the biggest contributions and imposing the 
biggest costs. It gives investors a new view of stock markets, 
looking past the earnings they generate today to the risks they 
face in the future. 

We have ranked sectors and countries with at least 20 companies, 
highlighting those at the top and bottom of those lists. 

1  We do not include all 47 of these impacts in our application of SustainEx to portfolio 
construction or measurement, reflecting varying maturity of the measures. Going 
forward, we will continue to seek our new measures and more robust measurement, 
and to include those additional measures in portfolio analysis.

SustainEx quantifies costs and benefits
As a result, it is more important than ever that investors consider 
the social impacts of companies and portfolios, rather than relying 
purely on financial measures. How companies make money is 
just as important as how much they make today. We developed 
SustainEx to provide an objective view of the threats and 
opportunities companies face, expanding the ESG tool kit we have 
built over the last 20 years to help our analysts, fund managers 
and clients navigate an increasingly complex world. 

We have examined c. 9,000 companies’ positive and negative 
impacts across the 47 areas of social and environmental impact 

Source: Schroders

Figure 2: Sectors that benefit and cost society 
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Water sector provides the biggest societal benefits
The water sector stands out at the top of the list of sectors 
contributing positively. Access to water has been one of the most 
important drivers of economic and social development over 
the last century. Today, over 90% of the world’s population is 
connected to clean water supply, typically provided at low prices2. 
The benefit of that service is frequently taken for granted but no 
less significant. 

That industry is followed by the biotech and pharmaceutical 
sectors, whose medicines and drugs provide social benefits far 
bigger than the earnings companies extract. Our analysis of the 
benefits of medical advances is based on 12 academic studies, 
leading to the conclusion that on average those sectors deliver 
public social benefits almost as large as the private sales they 
generate. 

Gambling and beverages impose the biggest costs
Unsurprisingly, given both are directly tied to prominently 
damaging activities, gambling and alcoholic beverage companies 
stand out as most exposed to a world in which social costs are 
internalised as financial costs. 

2 See the PCI website for information on access to clean water

The costs associated with gambling are diverse and range from 
crime costs (policing and incarceration spending), business costs 
(lower productivity and lost time), bankruptcy costs, suicide costs 
and the regulatory costs related to government oversight on the 
industry. Alcohol consumption results in both direct health and 
indirect societal costs. While studies vary, most show that costs 
associated with health and crime comprise around half the total 
impact, with indirect costs linked to unemployment, absenteeism 
and productivity accounting for the rest. 

Toys comes in third from bottom, reflecting the social costs 
imposed by video game developers, for which our analysis of 
academic literature highlights material negative impacts. 

Wide dispersion between country costs and benefits
Cutting the analysis by country highlights a wide dispersion 
between those whose companies are well-placed to weather the 
growing pressures they face and those more likely to struggle. 
Swiss companies stand out among the best protected, given their 
aggregate positive social impact, followed by Northern European 
peers and the tech- and innovation-heavy US and Singaporean 
markets. At the other end of the spectrum, resource-dependent 
emerging markets look particularly vulnerable. 
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Figure 3: Social impacts by country

Source: Schroders
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Social pressures also affect companies’ readiness to adapt 
to growing challenges. We have used data from the annual 
Schroders Global Investor Survey, which asks investors and 
consumers in 30 countries how concerned they are by social and 
environmental issues. Countries whose companies create large 
social costs, but where concern over those costs are greatest – 
toward the top left quadrant of the chart below – are likely to face 
the biggest challenges. 

Figure 5: Comparing public concern to social impacts across 
markets
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Sustainability analysis crucial going forward

The corporate and investment worlds face an increasingly 
complex future. For decades, both have become more focused on 
today’s earnings rather than the threats or opportunities shaping 
future profitability. The tailwinds of weakening pressure for those 
companies to take responsibility for the damage they create are 
turning into headwinds which promise to reshape competitive 
advantages and to rewrite investment rules. It is more important 
than ever for investors to look beyond headline financial figures, 
taking a more complete view of companies’ prospects. Companies 
succeed by adapting to changes in the social and environmental 
backdrop in which they operate; investors will do well to look for 
those best-placed to do so. 

Digging deeper into the national analysis, we find that in many 
cases, companies’ impact and the risks they face are linked to the 
social protection countries provide. Companies used to operating 
in countries that encourage responsible behaviour or restrain 
damaging activities are generally better placed to adapt to a world 
in which this is becoming the norm. 

The chart below compares the level of protection governments 
provide to workers in developed countries to the social impact 
exposure of companies listed in those markets. In general, 
higher levels of government protection are associated with 
greater positive social impacts. The analysis looks at one aspect 
of corporate restraint, but the principle remains: in many case 
companies used to operating in countries emphasising social 
protection will be better prepared as those pressures spread 
globally.

Figure 4: Comparing social protection with social impacts
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Important Information
The views and opinions contained herein are those of the authors 
as at the date of publication and are subject to change due to 
market and other conditions. Such views and opinions may not 
necessarily represent those expressed or reflected in other Schroders 
communications, strategies or funds. 

This document is intended to be for information purposes only. The 
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or 
sale of any financial instrument or security or to adopt any investment 
strategy. The information provided is not intended to constitute 
investment advice, an investment recommendation or investment 
research and does not take into account specific circumstances of 
any recipient. The material is not intended to provide, and should 
not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice. Any references 
to securities, sectors, regions and/or countries are for illustrative 
purposes only.

Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does not 
represent or warrant its completeness or accuracy. No responsibility or 
liability is accepted by Schroders, its officers, employees or agents for 
errors of fact or opinion or for any loss arising from use of all or any 
part of the information in this document. No reliance should be placed 
on the views and information in the document when taking individual 
investment and/or strategic decisions. Schroders has no obligation to 
notify any recipient should any information contained herein change 
or subsequently become inaccurate. Unless otherwise authorised by 
Schroders, any reproduction of all or part of the information in this 
document is prohibited.

Any data contained in this document have been obtained from sources 
we consider to be reliable. Schroders has not independently verified or 
validated such data and they should be independently verified before 
further publication or use. Schroders does not represent or warrant 
the accuracy or completeness of any such data.

All investing involves risk including the possible loss of principal. 

Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas 
investments to rise or fall. Past Performance is not a guide to future 
performance and may not be repeated. This document may contain 
“forward-looking” information, such as forecasts or projections. Please 
note that any such information is not a guarantee of any future 
performance and there is no assurance that any forecast or projection 
will be realised. For your security, communications may be taped or 
monitored.

Note to viewers in the European Union/European Economic 
Area: Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your personal 
data. For information on how Schroders might process your personal 
data, please view our Privacy Policy available at www.schroders.com/
en/privacy-policy or on request should you not have access to this 
webpage. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Europe) S.A., 
5, rue Höhenhof, L-1736 Senningerberg, Luxembourg. Registered No. 
B 37.799

Note to readers in the United Kingdom: Schroders will be a data 
controller in respect of your personal data. For information on how 
Schroders might process your personal data, please view our Privacy 
Policy available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request 
should you not have access to this webpage. Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management Limited, 1 London Wall Place, London, EC2Y 
5AU. Registered Number 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Note to readers in Argentina: Schroder Investment Management 
S.A., Ing. Enrique Butty 220, Piso 12, C1001AFB - Buenos Aires,
Argentina. Registered/Company Number 15. Registered as Distributor 
of Investment Funds with the CNV (Comisión Nacional de Valores).
Nota para los televidentes en Argentina: Schroder Investment 
Management S.A., Ing. Enrique Butty 220, Piso 12, C1001AFB - Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Inscripto en el Registro de Agentes de Colocación y 
Distribución de PIC de FCI de la Comisión Nacional de Valores con el 
número 15.

Note to viewers in Brazil: Schroder Investment Management 
Brasil Ltda., Rua Joaquim Floriano, 100 – cj. 142 Itaim Bibi, São Paulo, 
04534-000 Brasil. Registered/Company Number 92.886.662/0001-
29. Authorised as an asset manager by the Securities and Exchange
Commission of Brazil/Comissão de Valores Mobiliários (“CVM”) 
according to the Declaratory Act number 6816.

Note to viewers in Hong Kong: Schroder Investment Management 
(Hong Kong) Limited, Level 33, Two Pacific Place 88 Queensway, 
Hong Kong. Central Entity Number (CE No.) ACJ591. Regulated by the 
Securities and Futures Commission. In Hong Kong, this material is 
issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited and 
has not been reviewed by the SFC.

Note to viewers in Indonesia: PT Schroder Investment 
Management Indonesia, Indonesia Stock Exchange Building 
Tower 1, 30th Floor, Jalan Jend. Sudirman Kav 52-53 Jakarta 12190 
Indonesia. Registered/Company Number by Bapepam Chairman’s 
Decree No: KEP-04/PM/MI/1997 dated April 25, 1997 on the 
investment management activities and Regulated by Otoritas 
Jasa Keuangan (“OJK”), formerly the Capital Market and Financial 
Institution Supervisory Agency (“Bapepam dan LK”). OJK makes no 
representation of approving or does not approve this advertisement or 
publication, nor declare the truth or adequacy of the contents of this 
advertisement or publication.

Note to viewers in Japan: Schroder Investment Management 
(Japan) Limited, 21st Floor, Marunouchi Trust Tower Main, 1-8-3 
Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-0005, Japan. Registered as a 
Financial Instruments Business Operator regulated by the Financial 
Services Agency of Japan.  Kanto Local Finance Bureau (FIBO) No. 90.  

Note to viewers in People’s Republic of China: Schroder 
Investment Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., RM1101 11/F Shanghai 
IFC Phase (HSBC Building) 8 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai, China, 
AMAC registration NO. P1066560. Regulated by Asset Management 
Association of China.

Note to viewers in Singapore: Schroder Investment Management 
(Singapore) Ltd, 138 Market Street #23-01, CapitaGreen, Singapore 
048946. Company Registration No. 199201080H. Regulated by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore. This advertisement or publication 
has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Note to viewers in South Korea: Schroders Korea Limited, 26th 
Floor, 136, Sejong-daero, (Taepyeongno 1-ga, Seoul Finance Center), 
Jung-gu, Seoul 100-768, South Korea. Registered and regulated by 
Financial Supervisory Service of Korea.

Note to viewers in Switzerland: Schroder Investment Management 
(Switzerland) AG, Central 2, CH-8001 Zürich, Postfach 1820, CH-8021 
Zürich, Switzerland. Enterprise identification number (UID) CHE-
101.447.114. Authorised and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority (FINMA).

Note to viewers in Taiwan: Schroder Investment Management 
(Taiwan) Limited, 9F, 108, Sec.5, Hsin-Yi Road, Hsin-YI District, Taipei 
11047 Taiwan, R.O.C. Registered as a Securities Investment Trust 
Enterprise regulated by the Securities and Futures Bureau, Financial 
Supervisory Commission, R.O.C.

Note to viewers in the United Arab Emirates: Schroder 
Investment Management Limited, located on 1st Floor, Gate Village 
Six, Dubai International Financial Centre, PO Box 506612 Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
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